Field mapping by off-axis electron holography: from devices to the
detection of single dopant atoms.
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Off-axis electron holography is a unique technique that allows the electrostatic and magnetic fields
in and around a specimen to be measured with nm-scale resolution. This makes it an extremely
powerful technique for the characterisation for traditional semiconductor devices as well as for new
innovative devices that are composed of nanowires and 2D films such as graphene.
The continuous reduction in the size of semiconductor devices means that information about the
distribution of strain fields and active dopants at a nanometre scale are more important in order to
understand how these properties affect their electrical performance. Indeed, the reduction in the size
of these devices is beneficial for electron holography which now contain higher dopant concentrations
that are less affected by artefacts from specimen charging and preparation. However, as these
devices are miniaturised further, what was once known as a very high dopant concentration will be
only a few atoms and that the positions of these individual atoms will affect the properties of the
device. Therefore it is important that we develop methods to detect these single dopant atoms.
In this presentation we will show how electron holography can be used to measure the strain and
electrostatic potentials in a range of semiconductor devices from 80-nm-gate transistors to graphene
sheets. By using a FEI Titan operated at 200kV and combined with back-side focused ion beam
milling at low energies, it is now possible to perform routine systematic studies on semiconductor
devices during development. Figure 1 shows a series of potential maps for individual electrically
tested pMOS devices that have been processed using different gate architectures and dopant
implantations. The potential maps have been compared to simulations and electrical tests to provide a
comprehensive understanding of the how the dopants affect the device properties. The strain applied
using a SiN film was also measured using dark field electron holography [1].
Figure 2(a) shows a potential map that has been acquired of a silicon specimen containing borondoped delta layers with a spacing of 3.5 and 6 nm. The map has been acquired using Lorentz mode
with a spatial resolution of 5 nm and the potential profile shows that the active dopants from the
different layers are not resolved. However, the step in potential between the undoped substrate and
the layers can be measured. Figure 2(c) shows a potential map of the layers acquired using objective
mode holography with a spatial resolution of 1 nm and the individual layers can be clearly resolved.
Figure 2(d) shows the potential profiles of the layers compared to a HAADF intensity profile showing
that the position of the layers have been accurately measured. Quantitiative analysis of the
substitutional dopant concentration from strain mapping has been used to determine the expected
step in potential measured across these layers which was in agreement with the measured phase [1].
Graphene has been used to test the sensitivity of electron holography for dopant profiling at atomic
resolution. Figure 3(a) shows a potential map of triple graphene that has been acquired using the FEI
Titan Ultimate operated at 80 kV. Here the acquisition of electron holograms with a fringe spacing of
0.4 Angstoms has been achieved which in principal can provide a spatial resolution of 1.2 Angstroms
in the reconstructed potential map. However the instability of the specimen and microscope during the
acquisition means that the spatial resolution is much less than this. Therefore methods of summing
series of holograms that are acquired with extremely short acquisition times are required in order to
achieve ultimate spatial resolution. Despite these problems, Figure 3(b) shows a potential map of
bilayer graphene and a single impurity atom has been detected. We will conclude the talk with a
discussion of the ultimate sensitivity of electron holography for the detection of single dopant atoms.
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Figure 1. Maps showing the electrostatic potentials in pMOS devices with different gate architectures and dopant
implants. The maps have a spatial resolution of 5 nm.

Figure 2. (a) Potential map of a silicon specimen containing 3.5 and 6 nm spaced boron delta doped layers
acquired using Lorentz mode. (b) A potential profile of the doped region. (c) Potential map of the same sample
except acquired using Objective mode with a spatial resolution of 1 nm. (d) Potential profiles compared to a
STEM intensity profiles showing that the position of the delta layers have been accurately resolved.

Figure 3.(a) Electrostatic potential of triple layer graphene (b) Electrostatic potential of bi-layer graphene with a
single impurity atom present.

